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medium

(57) The present invention is provided with: a dis-
tributing server (1) for multiplexing copy control informa-
tion and recording information, said copy control infor-
mation indicating the number of times to be indicated
after recording in a recording information apparatus (5)
is completed, when outputting the recording information
and the copy control information; a transmitting unit (2)
for distributing the multiplexed recording information

and copy control information to a recorder (5) at an out-
put speed higher than the reproducing speed of the re-
cording information from the optical disk; a set top box
(3) for obtaining the distributed recording information
and copy control information; and the recorder (5) for
recording the obtained recording information and copy
control information into the optical disk (60), without
modifying the copy control information.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a technical
field of an information output apparatus and an informa-
tion output method, an information recording apparatus
and an information recording method, an information
output recording system and an information output re-
cording method, and an information recording medium.
More particularly it relates to the information output ap-
paratus and the information output method for output-
ting recording information to be recorded into a record-
ing medium such as audio information or video informa-
tion, together with copy control information for restricting
the number of copying after its recording, the informa-
tion recording apparatus and the information recording
method for recording the output recording information
and copy control information into the recording medium,
the information output recording system and the infor-
mation output recording method including both the
above information output apparatus and information re-
cording apparatus, and an information recording medi-
um with such an information output control program or
information recording control program recorded there.
[0002] Conventionally, receiving the audio informa-
tion and the like, which is to be distributed through the
Internet, by a personal computer (hereinafter, referred
to as a PC simply) connected to the Internet and record-
ing it in a recording medium such as a semiconductor
memory and the like has been done.
[0003] Recently, as the development of image com-
pression technique and high-density recording tech-
nique, it is becoming possible to record one piece of
movie and the like distributed though the Internet, into
a recording medium of large capacity, for example, a
DVD (an optical disk having the capacity several times
as large as that of the conventional CD (Compact Disc)).
[0004] In the above-mentioned distribution of the au-
dio information and the like, how to protect a copyright
on the audio information and the like is a problem. From
this viewpoint, it is under study that the copy control in-
formation indicating that only one copy is permitted
(namely, only copying the distributed audio information
and the like into the recording medium is permitted) is
distributed at the time distributing of the audio informa-
tion and the like, together with the audio information and
the like, the copy control information is recognized in the
PC, and that the recording information received accord-
ing to the above control information is recorded into the
recording medium.
[0005] Further, in order to secure the copyright effec-
tively, it is under study that the content of the distributed
copy control information indicating that only one copy is
permitted is rewritten to the content indicating that cop-
ying thereafter is prohibited, hence to be recorded into
the recording medium at the time of recording the audio
information and the like into the recording medium.

[0006] Recently, in addition to the audio information,
movie information is going to be distributed. This movie
information, however, has extravagant data, and there
arises a demand for speedy distribution.
[0007] However, according to the above-mentioned
conventional audio information distributing and record-
ing system, it is necessary to recognize the copy control
information and update it (overwrite it with new one or
add new one to it) at the recording time thereof. Accord-
ingly, if the same method is adopted to the case of movie
information, the movie information and the like cannot
be recorded into a recording medium at a high speed,
which disturbs the speedy distribution.
[0008] If a priority is given to the speedy distribution,
the copy control information cannot be recognized and
updated (overwritten or added) at the time of recording
it into a recording medium, which results in recording
the copy control information as it was distributed. Ac-
cordingly, after the recording it into the recording medi-
um, the recoding information can be copied into the re-
cording medium at least once more, thereby failing in
the protection of the copyright.
[0009] Further, if the speedy recognition and update
of the copy control information is pursued, the cost of
the information recording apparatus will be increased.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] Considering the above problems, an object of
the present invention is to provide an information output
apparatus and an information output method capable of
distributing the movie information and the like at a high
speed while securing a copyright in a cost-reduction
way, an information recording apparatus and an infor-
mation recording method for recording the distributed
recording information and copy control information into
the recording medium, an information output recording
system and an information output recording method in-
cluding both the above information output apparatus
and information recording apparatus, and an informa-
tion recording medium with the same information output
control program or information recording control pro-
gram recorded there.
[0011] The above object of the present invention can
be achieved by an information output apparatus of the
present invention for outputting recording information as
well as copy control information to an information re-
cording apparatus for recording the recording informa-
tion and copy control information into a recording medi-
um, said copy control information indicating the number
of times the recording information can be recorded. The
information output apparatus is provided with: a multi-
plexing device for multiplexing the copy control informa-
tion and the recording information, said copy control in-
formation indicating said number of times to be indicated
after said recording in the recording information appa-
ratus is completed; and an output device for outputting
the multiplexed recording information and copy control
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information to the information recording apparatus at an
output speed higher than a reproducing speed of the re-
cording information from the recording medium.
[0012] According to the information output apparatus
of the present invention, since the recording information
and the copy control information indicating said number
of times to be indicated after said recording in the re-
cording information apparatus is completed are output
at the output speed higher than the reproducing speed
of the recording information, the output recording infor-
mation and copy control information can be directly re-
corded into the recording medium, which enables the
high speed output and recording of the recording infor-
mation. Therefore, it is possible to speed up the record-
ing processing of the recording information and copy
control information into the recording medium while sav-
ing the cost and securing a copyright on the recording
information by the copy control information.
[0013] In one aspect of the information output appa-
ratus of the present invention, the information recording
apparatus records the output recording information and
copy control information into the recording medium,
without modifying the copy control information.
[0014] According to this aspect, since the copy control
information and the recording information output at a
high speed can be recorded into the recording medium
without modifying the copy control information, it is pos-
sible to output and record the recording information at
a high speed.
[0015] In another aspect of the information output ap-
paratus of the present invention, the copy control infor-
mation indicates that further recording is prohibited after
said recording in the information recording apparatus is
completed.
[0016] According to this aspect, it is possible to output
and record the recording information at a high speed in
a copy-prohibiting state from the recording medium after
the recording information is recorded.
[0017] In further aspect of the information output ap-
paratus of the present invention, the output device out-
puts the multiplexed recording information and copy
control information to the information recording appara-
tus through an electric communication line.
[0018] According to this aspect, it is possible to output
the recording information and copy control information
assuredly at a high speed.
[0019] In further aspect of the information output ap-
paratus of the present invention, the electric communi-
cation line is at least any one of the Internet line, a
ground wave digital line, a satellite communication line,
and a cable television line.
[0020] According to this aspect, it is possible to output
the copy control information and the recording informa-
tion to a plurality of information recording apparatus as-
suredly at a high speed.
[0021] In further aspect of the information output ap-
paratus of the present invention, the output device fur-
ther comprises a converting device for converting the

multiplexed recording information and copy control in-
formation into a recording information and copy control
information in conformity with a recording format used
for recording the information into the recording medium
in the information recording apparatus, to output the
converted information to the information recording ap-
paratus, when outputting the multiplexed recording in-
formation and copy control information to the informa-
tion recording apparatus at the output speed.
[0022] According to this aspect, the information re-
cording apparatus can record the recording information
and copy control information output at a high speed, as
they are, at a high speed, and the other information re-
producing device in conformity with the recording format
can play back the recording medium with the recording
information and the like recorded there.
[0023] The above object of the present invention can
be achieved by an information recording apparatus of
the present invention for recording copy control informa-
tion and recording information into a recording medium,
said copy control information and recording information
output from an information output apparatus for output-
ting the recording information as well as the copy control
information indicating the number of times the recording
information can be recorded, to the information record-
ing apparatus. The information output apparatus is pro-
vided with: a multiplexing device for multiplexing the
copy control information and the recording information,
said copy control information indicating said number of
times to be indicated after said recording in the record-
ing information apparatus is completed: and an output
device for outputting the multiplexed recording informa-
tion and copy control information to the information re-
cording apparatus at an output speed higher than a re-
producing speed of the recording information from the
recording medium. The information recording apparatus
is provided with: an obtaining device for obtaining the
output recording information and copy control informa-
tion; and a recording device for recording the obtained
recording information and copy control information into
the recording medium, without modifying the copy con-
trol information.
[0024] According to the information recording appa-
ratus of the present invention, since the copy control in-
formation and the recording information output at a high
speed can be recorded into the recording medium with-
out modifying the copy control information, it is possible
to output and record the recording information at a high
speed. Therefore, it is possible to speed up the record-
ing processing of the recording information and copy
control information into the recording medium while sav-
ing the cost and securing a copyright on the recording
information by the copy control information.
[0025] In one aspect of the information recording ap-
paratus of the present invention, the recording device
records the recording information and copy control in-
formation in conformity with the recording format into the
recording medium, without modifying the content of the
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copy control information, when the recoding information
and copy control information is output at the output
speed.
[0026] According to this aspect, it is possible to record
the recording information and copy control information
output at a high speed, as they are, at a high speed, and
reproduce the recording medium with the recording in-
formation and the like recorded there, in the other infor-
mation reproducing apparatus in conformity with the re-
cording format.
[0027] The above object of the present invention can
be achieved by an information output recording system
including an information output apparatus for outputting
recording information as well as copy control informa-
tion indicating the number of times the recording infor-
mation can be recorded, and an information recording
apparatus. The information output apparatus is provid-
ed with: a multiplexing device for multiplexing the copy
control information and the recording information, said
copy control information indicating said number of times
to be indicated after said recording in the recording in-
formation apparatus is completed; and an output device
for outputting the multiplexed recording information and
copy control information to the information recording ap-
paratus at an output speed higher than a reproducing
speed of the recording information from the recording
medium. The information recording apparatus is provid-
ed with: an obtaining device for obtaining the output re-
cording information and copy control information; and a
recording device for recording the obtained recording in-
formation and copy control information into the record-
ing medium, without modifying the copy control informa-
tion.
[0028] According to the information output recording
system of the present invention, since the recording in-
formation and the copy control information indicating
said number of times to be indicated after said recording
in the recording information apparatus is completed are
output at the output speed higher than the reproducing
speed of the recording information and both the above
information output at the high speed can be recorded
into the recording medium without modifying the copy
control information, it is possible to output and record
the recording information at a high speed. Therefore, it
is possible to speed up the recording processing of the
recording information and copy control information into
the recording medium while saving the cost and secur-
ing a copyright on the recording information by the copy
control information.
[0029] The above object of the present invention can
be achieved by an information output recording system
of the present invention including an information, output
apparatus for outputting recording information as well
as copy control information indicating the number of
times the recording information, can be recorded, and
an information recording apparatus. The information
output apparatus is provided with: a multiplexing device
for multiplexing the copy control information and the re-

cording information, said copy control information indi-
cating said number of times to be indicated after said
recording in the recording information apparatus is com-
pleted; and an output device for outputting the multi-
plexed recording information and copy control informa-
tion to an obtaining device at an output speed higher
than a reproducing speed of the recording information
from the recording medium. The information recording
apparatus is provided with: the obtaining device for ob-
taining the output recording information and copy con-
trol information to output the same to the information re-
cording apparatus; and a recording device for recording
the output recording information and copy control infor-
mation into the recording medium, without modifying the
copy control information
[0030] According to the system of the present inven-
tion, the recording information and the copy control in-
formation indicating said number of times to be indicated
after said recording in the recording information appa-
ratus is completed are output at the output speed higher
than the reproducing speed of the recording information
through the obtaining device. Then, both the above in-
formation output at the high speed can be recorded into
the recording medium without modifying the copy con-
trol information. Therefore, it is possible to output and
record the recording information at a high speed. As a
result, it is possible to speed up the recording process-
ing of the recording information and copy control infor-
mation into the recording medium while saving the cost
and securing a copyright on the recording information
by the copy control information.
[0031] In one aspect of the system of the present in-
vention, said information recording apparatus is provid-
ed with: a recognizing device for mutually recognizing
the type of the devices between the obtaining device
and the information recording apparatus; and a record-
ing control device for controlling the recording device so
as to record the recording information and copy control
information into the recording medium, only when rec-
ognizing that the recording information and copy control
information has been output at the higher output speed
from the obtaining device, based on the recognition re-
sult in the recognizing device.
[0032] According to the system of the present inven-
tion, since the recording information and copy control
information are recorded into the recording medium only
when the system recognizes that the above information
has been output from the obtaining device at a high
speed, it is possible to prevent from recording the re-
cording information and the like output from an illegal
obtaining device or information reproducing apparatus
into the recording medium at a high speed.
[0033] In another aspect of the system of the present
invention, the obtaining device outputs the obtained re-
cording information and copy control information to the
information recording apparatus at the output speed, af-
ter performing encryption processing corresponding to
only the output speed.
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[0034] According to this aspect, when outputting the
recording information and copy control information are
output to the information recording apparatus at the out-
put speed, the system according to the present inven-
tion outputs both the above information after performing
the encryption processing corresponding to only the out-
put speed thereon, thereby outputting the recording in-
formation and copy control information with adequate
security.
[0035] In further aspect of the system of the present
invention, said information recording apparatus is pro-
vided with: a determination device for determining
whether or not the recording information and copy con-
trol information has been output from the obtaining de-
vice, according to the encryption processing in the out-
put recording information and copy control information,
and a recording control device for controlling the record-
ing device so as to record the recording information and
copy control information into the recording medium, only
when it proves that the recording information and copy
control information has been output from the obtaining
device at the higher speed, according to the determina-
tion result in the determination device.
[0036] According to this aspect, since the recording
information and copy control information are recorded
into the recording medium only when it proves that the
recording information and copy control information have
been output from the obtaining device at a high speed,
the system according to the present invention can pre-
vent from recording the recording information and the
like output from an illegal obtaining device or information
reproducing apparatus into the recording medium at a
high speed.
[0037] In further aspect of the system of the present
invention, said information recording apparatus is fur-
ther provided with: a decoding device for decoding the
output recording information and copy control informa-
tion; and a recording encryption device for recording the
decoded recording information and copy control infor-
mation into the recording medium, after performing the
predetermined encryption processing for recording on
the information.
[0038] According to this aspect, since the system ac-
cording to the present invention records the decoded re-
cording information and copy control information into the
recording medium after performing the predetermined
encryption processing for recording thereon, it can out-
put the recording information and copy control informa-
tion with more adequate security.
[0039] In further aspect of the system of the present
invention, the copy control information indicates that fur-
ther recording is prohibited after said recording in the
information recording apparatus is completed.
[0040] According to this aspect, it is possible to output
and record the recording information at a high speed in
a copy-prohibiting state from the recording medium after
the recording information is recorded.
[0041] In further aspect of the system of the present

invention, the output device outputs the multiplexed re-
cording information and copy control information to the
obtaining device through an electric communication
line.
[0042] According to this aspect, it is possible to output
and record the recording information and copy control
information assuredly at a high speed.
[0043] In further aspect of the system of the present
invention, the electric communication line is at least any
one of the Internet line, a ground wave digital line, a sat-
ellite communication line, and a cable television line.
[0044] According to this aspect, it is possible to output
the recording information and copy control information
to a plurality of information recording apparatus and also
record the above assuredly at a high speed.
[0045] The above object of the present invention can
be achieved by an information output method of the
present invention for outputting recording information as
well as copy control information to an information re-
cording apparatus for recording the recording informa-
tion and copy control information into a recording medi-
um, said copy control information indicating the number
of times the recording information can be recorded. The
method is provided with: a multiplexing process for mul-
tiplexing the copy control information and the recording
information, said copy control information indicating
said number of times to be indicated after said recording
in the recording information apparatus is completed;
and an output process for outputting the multiplexed re-
cording information and copy control information to the
information recording apparatus at an output speed
higher than a reproducing speed of the recording infor-
mation from the recording medium.
[0046] According to the information output method of
the present invention, since the recording information
and the copy control information indicating said number
of times to be indicated after said recording in the re-
cording information, apparatus is completed are output
at the output speed higher than the reproducing speed
of the recording information, the output recording infor-
mation and copy control information can be recorded in-
to the recording medium, without modifying the copy
control information, which enables the high speed out-
put and recording of the recording information. There-
fore, it is possible to speed up the recording processing
of the recording information and copy control informa-
tion into the recording medium while saving the cost and
securing a copyright on the recording information by the
copy control information.
[0047] In one aspect of the information output meth-
od, the information recording apparatus records the out-
put recording information and copy control information
into the recording medium, without modifying the copy
control information.
[0048] According to this aspect, since the copy control
information and the recording information output at a
high speed can be recorded into the recording medium
without modifying the copy control information, it is pos-
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sible to output and record the recording information at
a high speed.
[0049] In another aspect of the information output
method, the copy control information indicates that fur-
ther recording is prohibited after said recording in the
information recording apparatus is completed.
[0050] According to this aspect, it is possible to output
and record the recording information at a high speed in
a copy-prohibiting state from the recording medium after
the recording information is recorded.
[0051] In further aspect of the information output
method, in the output process, the multiplexed recording
information and copy control information is output to the
information recording apparatus through an electric
communication line.
[0052] According to this aspect, it is possible to output
the recording information and copy control information
assuredly at a high speed.
[0053] In further aspect of the information output
method, in the output process, the electric communica-
tion line is at least any one of the Internet line, a ground
wave digital line, a satellite communication line, and a
cable television line.
[0054] According to this aspect, it is possible to output
the copy control information and the recording informa-
tion to a plurality of information recording apparatus as-
suredly at a high speed.
[0055] In further aspect of the information output
method, in the output process, the output process fur-
ther comprises a converting process for converting the
multiplexed recording information and copy control in-
formation into a recording information and copy control
information in conformity with a recording format used
for recording the information into the recording medium
in the information recording apparatus, to output the
converted information to the information recording ap-
paratus, when outputting the multiplexed recording in-
formation and copy control information to the informa-
tion recording apparatus at the output speed.
[0056] According to this aspect, the information re-
cording method can record the recording information
and copy control information output at a high speed, as
they are, at a high speed, and according to the other
information reproducing device in conformity with the re-
cording format, it is possible to reproduce the recording
medium with the recording information and the like re-
corded there.
[0057] The above object of the present invention can
be achieved by an information recording method of the
present invention for recording copy control information
and recording information in a recording medium; said
copy control information and recording information out-
put by the information output method for outputting the
recording information as well as the copy control infor-
mation indicating the number of times the recording in-
formation can be recorded, to the information recording
apparatus for recording the recording information and
copy control information into the recording medium. The

information output method is provided with: a multiplex-
ing process for multiplexing the copy control information
and the recording information, said copy control infor-
mation indicating said number of times to be indicated
after said recording in the recording information appa-
ratus is completed; and an output process for outputting
the multiplexed recording information and copy control
information to the information recording apparatus at an
output speed higher than a reproducing speed of the re-
cording information from the recording medium. The in-
formation recording method is provided with: an obtain-
ing process for obtaining the output recording informa-
tion and copy control information; and a recording proc-
ess for recording the obtained recording information and
copy control information into the recording medium,
without modifying the copy control information.
[0058] According to the information recording method
of the present invention, since the copy control informa-
tion and the recording information output at a high speed
can be recorded into the recording medium without
modifying the copy control information, it is possible to
output and record the recording information at a high
speed Therefore, it is possible to speed up the recording
processing of the recording information and copy control
information into the recording medium while saving the
cost and securing a copyright on the recording informa-
tion by the copy control information.
[0059] In one aspect of the information recording
method of the present invention, in the recording proc-
ess, the recording information and copy control informa-
tion conformable to the recording format is recorded into
the recording medium, without modifying the copy con-
trol information, when the recoding information and copy
control information has been output at the output speed.
[0060] According to this aspect, it is possible to record
the recording information and copy control information
output at a high speed, as they are, at a high speed, and
according to the other information reproducing device
conformable to the recording format, it is possible to play
back the recording medium with the recording informa-
tion and the like recorded there.
[0061] The above object of the present invention can
be achieved by an information output recording method
of the present invention including an information output
method for outputting recording information as well as
copy control information indicating the number of times
the recording information can be recorded, and an in-
formation recording method. The information output
method is provided with: a multiplexing process for mul-
tiplexing the copy control information and the recording
information, said copy control information indicating
said number of times to be indicated after said recording
in the recording information apparatus is completed;
and an output process for outputting the multiplexed re-
cording information and copy control information at an
output speed higher than a reproducing speed of the re-
cording information from the recording medium. The in-
formation recording method is provided with: an obtain-
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ing process for obtaining the output recording informa-
tion and copy control information; and a recording proc-
ess for recording the obtained recording information and
copy control information into the recording medium,
without modifying the copy control information.
[0062] According to the information output recording
method of the present invention, since the recording in-
formation and the copy control information indicating
said number of times to be indicated after said recording
in the recording information apparatus is completed are
output at the output speed higher than the reproducing
speed of the recording information and both the above
information output at the high speed can be recorded
into the recording medium regardless of the content of
the copy control information, it is possible to output and
record the recording information at a high speed. There-
fore, it is possible to speed up the recording processing
of the recording information and copy control informa-
tion into the recording medium while saving the cost and
securing a copyright on the recording information by the
copy control information.
[0063] The above object of the present invention can
be achieved by an information output recording method
of the present invention including an information output
method for outputting recording information as well as
copy control information indicating the number of times
the recording information can be recorded, and an in-
formation recording method. The information output
method is provided with a multiplexing process for mul-
tiplexing the copy control information and the recording
information, said copy control information indicating
said number of times to be indicated after said recording
in the recording information apparatus is completed,
and an output process for outputting the multiplexed re-
cording information and copy control information to an
information recording apparatus at an output speed
higher than a reproducing speed of the recording infor-
mation from the recording medium. The information re-
cording method is provided with: an obtaining process
for obtaining the output recording information and copy
control information to output the same to the information
recording apparatus; and a recording process for re-
cording the output recording information and copy con-
trol information into the recording medium, without mod-
ifying the copy control information.
[0064] According to the information output recording
method of the present invention, since the recording in-
formation and the copy control information indicating
said number of times to be indicated after said recording
in the recording information apparatus is completed are
output at the output speed higher than the reproducing
speed of the recording information through the obtaining
device and both the above information output at the high
speed can be recorded into the recording medium with-
out modifying the copy control information, it is possible
to output and record the recording information at a high
speed. Therefore, it is possible to speed up the record-
ing processing of the recording information and copy

control information into the recording medium while sav-
ing the cost and securing a copyright on the recording
information by the copy control information.
[0065] In one aspect of the information output record-
ing method of the present invention, said information re-
cording method is further provided with a recognizing
process for mutually recognizing the type of the devices
between an obtaining device for executing the obtaining
method and the information recording apparatus, and in
the recording process, the recording information and
copy control information is recorded into the recording
medium, only when it is recognized that the recording
information and copy control information has been out-
put at the higher output speed from the obtaining device,
based on the recognition result in the recognizing proc-
ess.
[0066] According to the information output recording
method of the present invention, since the recording in-
formation and copy control information are recorded into
the recording medium only when the system recognizes
that the above information has been output from the ob-
taining apparatus at a high speed, it is possible to pre-
vent from recording the recording information and the
like output from an illegal obtaining apparatus or infor-
mation reproducing device into the recording medium at
a high speed.
[0067] In another aspect of the information output re-
cording method of the present invention, in the obtaining
process, the obtained recording information and copy
control information is output to the information recording
apparatus at the output speed, after performing encryp-
tion processing corresponding to only the output speed.
[0068] According to this aspect, when the recording
information and copy control information are output to
the information recording apparatus at the output speed,
they are output after the encryption processing corre-
sponding to only the output speed, thereby outputting
the recording information and copy control information
with adequate security.
[0069] In further aspect of the information output re-
cording method of the present invention, said informa-
tion recording method is provided with a determining
process for determining whether or not the recording in-
formation and copy control information has been output
from the obtaining device, according to the encryption
processing in the output recording information and copy
control information, and in the recording process, the re-
cording information and copy control information is re-
corded into the recording medium, only when it proves
that the recording information and copy control informa-
tion has been output from the obtaining device at the
higher speed, according to the decision result in the de-
termining process.
[0070] According to this aspect, since the recording
information and copy control information are recorded
into the recording medium only when it proves that the
above recording information and copy control informa-
tion have been output from the obtaining apparatus at
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a high speed, it is possible to prevent from recording the
recording information and the like output from an illegal
obtaining apparatus or information reproducing device
into the recording medium at a high speed.
[0071] In further aspect of the information output re-
cording method of the present invention, said informa-
tion recording method is further provided with: a decod-
ing process for decoding the output recording informa-
tion and copy control information; and a recording en-
cryption process for recording the decoded recording in-
formation and copy control information into the record-
ing medium, after performing the predetermined encryp-
tion processing for recording on the information.
[0072] According to this aspect, since the decoded re-
cording information and copy control information are re-
corded into the recording medium after the predeter-
mined encryption processing for recording is performed
thereon, it is possible to output the recording information
and copy control information with more adequate secu-
rity.
[0073] The above object of the present invention can
be achieved by an information recording medium of the
present invention in which an output control program re-
corded in a readable way by an output control computer
included in an information output apparatus for output-
ting recording information as well as copy control infor-
mation to an information recording apparatus for record-
ing the recording information and copy control informa-
tion into a recording medium, said copy control informa-
tion indicating the number of times the recording infor-
mation can be recorded. The output control program
causes the output control computer to function as: a
multiplexing device for multiplexing the copy control in-
formation and the recording information, said copy con-
trol information indicating said number of times to be in-
dicated after said recording in the recording information
apparatus is completed; and an output device for out-
putting the multiplexed recording information and copy
control information to the information recording appara-
tus at an output speed higher than a reproducing speed
of the recording information from the recording medium.
[0074] According to the information recording medi-
um of the present invention, since the output control
computer works so as to output the recording informa-
tion and the copy control information indicating said
number of times to be indicated after said recording in
the recording information apparatus is completed at the
output speed higher than the reproducing speed of the
recording information, the copy control information and
the output recording information can be recorded into
the recording medium without modifying the copy con-
trol information, which enables the high speed output
and recording of the recording information. Therefore, it
is possible to speed up the recording processing of the
recording information and copy control information into
the recording medium while saving the cost and secur-
ing a copyright on the recording information by the copy
control information.

[0075] In one aspect of the information recording me-
dium of the present invention, the information recording
apparatus records the output recording information and
copy control information into the recording medium,
without modifying the copy control information.
[0076] According to this aspect, since the copy control
information and the recording information output at a
high speed are recorded into the recording medium
without modifying the copy control information, it is pos-
sible to output and record the recording information at
a high speed.
[0077] In another aspect of the information recording
medium of the present invention, the copy control infor-
mation indicates that further recording is prohibited after
said recording in the information recording apparatus is
completed.
[0078] According to this aspect, it is possible to output
and record the recording information at a high speed in
a copy-prohibiting state from the recording medium after
the recording information is recorded.
[0079] In further aspect of the information recording
medium of the present invention, the output device out-
puts the multiplexed recording information and copy
control information to the information recording appara-
tus through an electric communication line.
[0080] According to this aspect, it is possible to output
the recording information and copy control information
assuredly at a high speed.
[0081] In further aspect of the information recording
medium of the present invention, the electric communi-
cation line is at least any one of the Internet line, a
ground wave digital line, a satellite communication line,
and a cable television line.
[0082] According to this aspect, it is possible to output
the copy control information and the recording informa-
tion to a plurality of information recording apparatus as-
suredly at a high speed.
[0083] In further aspect of the information recording
medium of the present invention, the output control pro-
gram causes the output control computer to further func-
tion as a converting device for converting the multi-
plexed recording information and copy control informa-
tion into a recording information and copy control infor-
mation in conformity with a recording format used for
recording the information into the recording medium in
the information recording apparatus, to output the con-
verted information to the information recording appara-
tus, when outputting the multiplexed recording informa-
tion and copy control information to the information re-
cording apparatus at the output speed.
[0084] According to this aspect, the information re-
cording apparatus can record the recording information
and copy control information output at a high speed, as
they are, at a high speed, and the other information re-
producing device conformable to the recording format
can reproduce the recording medium with the recording
information and the like recorded there.
[0085] The above object of the present invention can
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be achieved by an information recording medium of the
present invention in which a recording control program
recorded in a readable by a recording control computer
included in the information recording apparatus for re-
cording copy control information and recording informa-
tion into a recording medium, said copy control informa-
tion and recording information output from an informa-
tion output apparatus for outputting the recording infor-
mation as well as the copy control information indicating
the number of times the recording information can be
recorded, to the information recording apparatus. The
information output apparatus is provided with: a multi-
plexing device for multiplexing the copy control informa-
tion and the recording information, said copy control in-
formation indicating said number of times to be indicated
after said recording in the recording information appa-
ratus is completed; and an output device for outputting
the multiplexed recording information and copy control
information to the information recording apparatus at an
output speed higher than a reproducing speed of the re-
cording information from the recording medium. The re-
cording control program causes the output control com-
puter to function as an obtaining device for obtaining the
output recording information and copy control informa-
tion; and a recording device for recording the obtained
recording information and copy control information into
the recording medium, without modifying the copy con-
trol information.
[0086] According to the information recording medi-
um of the present invention, since the recording control
computer works so as to record the copy control infor-
mation and the recording information output at a high
speed into the recording medium without modifying the
copy control information, it is possible to output and
record the recording information at a high speed. There-
fore, it is possible to speed up the recording processing
of the recording information and copy control informa-
tion into the recording medium while saving the cost and
securing a copyright on the recording information by the
copy control information.
[0087] In one aspect of the information recording me-
dium of the present invention, the recording device
records the recording information and copy control in-
formation conformable to the recording format into the
recording medium, regardless of the content of the copy
control information, when the recoding information and
copy control information has been output at the output
speed.
[0088] According to this aspect, it is possible to record
the recording information and copy control information
output at a high speed, as they are, at a high speed, and
reproduce the recording medium with the recording in-
formation and the like recorded there, in the other infor-
mation reproducing apparatus conformable to the re-
cording format.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0089]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the schematic
structure of the distributing and recording system of
a preferred embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a flow chart showing the distributing
processing of the embodiment;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the schematic
structure of a set top box of the embodiment;
FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the schematic
structure of a player of the embodiment;
FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the schematic
structure of a recorder of the embodiment;
FIG. 6 is a flow chart showing the recording
processing according to the embodiment;
FIG. 7 is a flow chart showing the recording
processing according to the first modification; and
FIG. 8 is a flow chart showing the recording
processing according to the second modification.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

(I) Embodiment

[0090] Preferred embodiments of the present inven-
tion will be described with reference to to the drawings.
[0091] The embodiment described below is in the
case of adopting the present invention to a distributing
and recording system for distributing the audio informa-
tion or the video information (hereinafter, referred to as
recording information simply) through a cable television
line (hereinafter, referred to as CATV (Cable Television)
line simply) and recording the distributed recording in-
formation into a DVD and the like as a recording medi-
um.
[0092] The whole structure of the distributing and re-
cording system according to the embodiment will be de-
scribed with reference to FIG. 1.
[0093] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the whole
structure of the distributing and recording system ac-
cording to the embodiment.
[0094] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the distributing and re-
cording system according to the embodiment is provid-
ed with: a distributing server 1 as a multiplex device
comprised of a hard disk device or a computer, for gen-
erating recording information to be distributed and out-
putting the same information as recording information
Sr; a transmitting unit 2 as an output device and con-
verting device for performing predetermined modulation
processing, compression processing, and encryption
processing on the recording information Sr and distrib-
uting the above to the CATV line IN as modulation infor-
mation Se; a set top box 3 for obtaining the modulation
information Se from the CATV line IN, performing pre-
determined demodulation processing and decoding
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processing on the obtained modulation information Se
(respectively corresponding to the modulation process-
ing and the encryption processing performed at a time
of generating the modulation information Se), and out-
putting the above as demodulation information Sd; a
DVD player 4 for reproducing the above recording infor-
mation from a reproducing-only DVD and the like and
outputting the above as reproducing information Sp; and
a recorder 5 for recording the above recording informa-
tion included in the demodulation information Sd or the
reproducing information Sp into a recordable DVD.
[0095] The detailed distributing processing by the op-
eration of the distributing server 1 and the transmitting
unit 2 according to the embodiment will be described
with reference to FIG. 2.
[0096] FIG. 2 is a flow chart showing the above oper-
ation.
[0097] As illustrated in FIG. 2, in the distributing
processing by the distributing server 1 and the transmit-
ting unit 2, at first, it is determined whether or not the
processing for starting the distribution of the recording
information is performed by the distributing server 1
(Step S1). When it is not performed (NO; Step S1), the
processing of Step S1 is repeated. When it is performed
(YES; Step S1), it is determined whether or not an in-
struction of distributing the recording information at a
higher distributing speed than the reproducing speed
(more specifically, the reproducing speed when repro-
ducing the recording information at a normal speed, by
detecting the same information from the DVD after dis-
tributing it to the recorder 5, hence to be recorded in a
recordable DVD as the demodulation information Sd) is
issued by the distributing server 1 (Step S2).
[0098] When the instruction for high-speed distribu-
tion is issued (YES; Step S2), first copy control informa-
tion (namely, the first copy control information having the
content to be recorded into the DVD after the recording
into the DVD) for controlling the number of copying times
after the recorder 5 records the recording information
into the DVD is multiplexed to the recording information
to be distributed to the CTAV line IN in the distributing
server 1 (Step S3), to generate the recording informa-
tion Sr.
[0099] Here, the multiplex of the first copy control in-
formation is performed by using a watermark (electronic
watermark) technique while giving the concealable
property to the first copy control information.
[0100] More specifically, the first copy control informa-
tion here includes: copy-prohibited information (herein-
after, this copy-prohibited information is referred to as
NMC (No More Copy) information) which is prohibited
to be copied into the other recording medium, after being
distributed from the distributing server 1 and being re-
corded (copied) into a DVD; and free copy-permitted in-
formation (hereinafter, the free copy-permitted informa-
tion is referred to as CF (Copy Free) information) which
can be copied into the other recording medium any
times after being distributed and recorded.

[0101] After multiplexing of the first copy control infor-
mation, the multiplexed recording information Sr is con-
verted into DVD format that is the format for recording
the information into the DVD (Step S4), further convert-
ed into the modulation signal Se in the transmitting unit
2 after the encryption, and delivered to the CATV line IN
at a distribution speed corresponding to the high-speed
distribution (Step S5).
[0102] Thereafter, it is determined whether or not mul-
tiplex of the first copy control information and the distri-
bution thereafter have been completed as for all the re-
cording information (Step S6). When they have been
completed (YES; Step S6), the distributing processing
is completed. When they have not been completed (NO;
Step S6), this step is returned to Step S2 where the dis-
tributing processing is continued so as to complete a se-
ries of the above-mentioned distributing processing as
for all the recording information.
[0103] In the above determination in Step S2, when
the recording information Sr is distributed at an ordinary
distributing speed similar to the reproducing speed,
without performing high-speed distribution of the record-
ing information (NO; Step S2), second copy control in-
formation is multiplexed to the recording information Sr
in order to control the number of copying times in the
distribution stage of the recording information Sr (Step
S7), similarly to the conventional art, and thereafter, the
processing of the above-mentioned Step S4 and Step
S5 will be executed.
[0104] More specifically, the second copy control in-
formation includes: copy-prohibited information (herein-
after, the copy prohibited information is referred to as
NC (Never Copy) information) which is only permitted
to be distributed from the distributing server 1 and pro-
hibited to be recorded into the recording medium such
as the DVD; one copy-permitted information (the one
copy-permitted information is updated to the above-
mentioned copy-prohibited information (the above NMC
information) at the recording it into the DVD as de-
scribed later (refer to Step S20 of FIG. 6), and it is, here-
inafter, referred to as CO (Copy Once) information)
which is permitted to be recorded into the DVD only once
after being distributed; and the above-mentioned free
copy information CF.
[0105] The modification (update) of the copy control
information can be performed, for example, by overwrit-
ing the one copy-permitted information with the above-
mentioned copy-prohibited information as well as by
adding the above-mentioned copy-prohibited informa-
tion to the one copy-permitted information in order to
record modifying history.
[0106] Therefore, at the high-speed distribution, the
multiplex of the first copy control information indicating
NMC can be performed by multiplexing only NMC to the
recording information as well as by multiplexing the sec-
ond copy control information indicating CO and NMC to
the recording information. For example, if the second
copy control information indicating CO is overwritten
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with NMC in the recorder 5 at the ordinary distributing
speed distribution, only NMC is multiplexed to the re-
cording information in the distributing server 1 at the
high-speed distribution. However, if NMC is added to
CO in the recorder 5 at the ordinary distributing speed
distribution, CO and NMC are multiplexed to the record-
ing information in the distributing server 1 at the high-
speed distribution.
[0107] The detailed structure and operation of the set
top box 3 will be described with reference to FIG. 3.
[0108] FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the detailed
structure of the set top box 3.
[0109] As illustrated in FIG. 3, the set top box 3 ac-
cording to the embodiment is able to output the modu-
lation information Se obtained from the CATV line IN to
a television set and the like, not illustrated, as well as to
output the demodulation information Sd to the recorder
5 as mentioned above. More concretely, it is comprised
of a front end unit 20, a descrambler 21, a demultiplexer
22, a audio decoder 23, a video decoder 24, a CPU 25,
a memory 26, an extractor 27, an encrypting unit 29,
and an interface 30, and the respective components can
transmit and receive the control information and the like
to and from each other through a bus 31.
[0110] The operation of the set top box 3 will be de-
scribed.
[0111] The operation in the case of outputting the
modulation information Se input from the CATV line IN
to the television set, not illustrated, in the set top box 3,
will be described at first.
[0112] In this case, the audio information and the vid-
eo information are output in a state of being compressed
and encrypted, in the modulation information Se.
[0113] The front end unit 20 performs predetermined
receiving processing on the modulation information Se,
generates a receive signal Sfe, and outputs it to the de-
scrambler 21.
[0114] The descrambler 21 decodes the encryption of
the recording information included in the receive signal
Sfe, generates a decoding signal Sds, and outputs it to
the demultiplexer 22.
[0115] Thus, the demultiplexer 22 separates the au-
dio information and the video information included in the
decoding signal Sds, outputs the separated audio infor-
mation to the audio decoder 23 as an audio signal Sas,
and outputs the separated video information to the video
decoder 24 as a video signal Svs.
[0116] The audio decoder 23 decodes the sound sig-
nal Sas and outputs it to the television set, not illustrat-
ed, as an audio output signal Sad.
[0117] On the other hand, the video decoder 24 de-
codes the video signal Svs and similarly outputs it to the
television set, not illustrated, as a video output signal
Svd.
[0118] The CPU 25 controls the above respective
components collectively while transmitting and receiv-
ing the control information depending on the necessity
through the bus 31. The information necessary for the

above control is temporarily stored in the memory 26
through the bus 31, so to be used for the same control.
[0119] The operation in the case of outputting the re-
cording information included in the modulation informa-
tion Se obtained from the CATV line IN, to the recorder
5 as the demodulation information Sd will be described.
[0120] When the demodulation information Sd is out-
put to the recorder 5, the modulation information Se is
input to the set top box 3 at first, and the decoding signal
Sds is generated by the operation of the front end unit
20 and the descrambler 21 and output to the extractor
27.
[0121] Thus, the extractor 27 extracts only the record-
ing information to be recorded into the DVD by the re-
corder 5, from the decoding signal Sds, generates an
extraction signal Sdv, and outputs it to the encrypting
unit 29.
[0122] The encrypting unit 29 encrypts the extraction
signal Sdv according to the encryption processing var-
ying depending on the distribution speed, by using an
encryption key set in the interface 30 through the mutual
authentication with the recorder 5 described later, gen-
erates an encryption signal Sx, and outputs it to the in-
terface 30. Here, a method of the encryption processing
in the encrypting unit 29 at the time of high-speed dis-
tribution is, hereinafter, referred to as "A" method, while
a method of encryption processing in the encrypting unit
29 at the time of the ordinal distribution at an ordinal
speed is, hereinafter, referred to as "C" method.
[0123] Though the encryption is performed by the "A"
method at a high-speed distribution, regardless of the
content of the first copy control information, the encryp-
tion is not performed in the case of the CF information
or absence of the second copy control information at the
ordinal distribution time.
[0124] The interface 30 performs predetermined in-
terface processing on the encryption signal Sx, and out-
puts it to the recorder 5 as the demodulation information
Sd.
[0125] The output speed at this time is the same as
the input speed when the modulation signal Se is output
to the set top box 3.
[0126] The CPU 25 controls the above respective
components collectively while transmitting and receiv-
ing the necessary control information through the bus
31. The information necessary for the above control is
temporarily stored in the memory 26 through the bus 31,
to be used for the above control.
[0127] The detailed structure and operation of the
DVD player 4 will be described with reference to FIG. 4.
[0128] FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the detailed
structure of the DVD player 4.
[0129] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the DVD player 4 for
reproducing the recording information from the repro-
ducing-only DVD 100 having the recording information
previously recorded and outputting the same informa-
tion as the reproducing information Sp is comprised of
a pickup 10, a spindle motor 11, a servo controller 12,
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an RF (Radio Frequency) amplifier 13, a signal process-
ing circuit 14, a descrambler circuit 15, an MPEG (Mov-
ing Picture Expert Group) decoder 16, a D/A (Digital/
Analog) converter 17, a scrambler circuit 18, a commu-
nication interface 19, a watermark detector 6, and a sys-
tem controller 7. The servo controller 12, the signal
processing circuit 14, the descrambler circuit 15, the
scrambler circuit 18, the communication interface 19,
the watermark detector 6, and the system controller 7
are connected to each other by a bus 8 so as to transmit
and receive the control information and the like to and
from each other.
[0130] The operation of the player 4 will be described
this time.
[0131] The recording information to be reproduced is
compressed by a compression method in conformity
with the MPEG method and recorded in the DVD 100.
Further, the recording information is encrypted by the
predetermined encryption method, and recorded there.
The copy control information (for example, what is
called, CCI (Copy Control Information) information and
the like) for preventing from illegal reproducing and ille-
gal copy is embedded (multiplexed) in the same record-
ing information as the watermark.
[0132] The DVD player 4 can reproduce the recording
information and output it to a display or a speaker, not
illustrated, as the analog information, as well as it can
generate the reproducing information Sp and output it
to the recorder 5.
[0133] When the recording information is reproduced
from the DVD 100, the spindle motor 11 rotated accord-
ing to the spindle control signal Ssb described later ro-
tates the DVD 100 at the predetermined rotation speed,
in the DVD player 4.
[0134] The pickup 10 irradiates the reproducing opti-
cal beam B of constant intensity on the rotating DVD
100, generates a detection signal Spp corresponding to
the recording information recorded, by receiving the re-
flection light from the DVD 100, and outputs it to the RF
amplifier 13.
[0135] At this time, a deviation between the condens-
ing position of the optical beam B and the position on
the information track where the recording information to
be reproduced is recorded on the DVD 100 is dissolved
by activating an actuator, not illustrated, for varying the
position of an objective lens, not illustrated, for condens-
ing the optical beam B on the information track, accord-
ing to the pickup servo signal Ssp output from the servo
control unit 12.
[0136] The RF amplifier 13 amplifies the detection sig-
nal Spp and outputs it to the signal processing circuit 14
as an RF signal Srf.
[0137] The signal processing circuit 14 performs the
waveform shaping and the like processing on the RF
signal Sfr under the control of the system controller 7
through the bus 8, generates a processing signal Sdc,
and outputs it to the descrambler circuit 15.
[0138] The descrambler circuit 15 decodes the en-

cryption performed on the recording information includ-
ed in the processing signal Sdc under the control of the
system controller 7 through the bus 8, generates the de-
coding signal Sdd, and outputs it to the MPEG decoder
16, the scrambler circuit 18; and the watermark detector
6.
[0139] Thus, the watermark detector 6 detects the
copy control information included in the decoding signal
Sdd under the control of the system controller 7 through
the bus 8 and outputs the content thereof to the system
controller 7.
[0140] The system controller 7 controls the respective
components so as to interrupt the reproducing process-
ing of the recording information thereafter when the re-
cording information within the DVD 100 proves to be il-
legally copied, according to the output content.
[0141] For example, the watermark detector having
the structure disclosed in the paragraph number [0035]
to [0053] and FIG. 3 in Japanese Patent Application
Laid-Open No. 11-98341 is suitable as the detailed
structure of the above-mentioned watermark detector
16.
[0142] The MPEG decoder 16 for outputting the de-
coding signal Sdd expands the recording information in-
cluded in the decoding signal Sdd according to an ex-
pansion method corresponding to the above compres-
sion method performed on the decoding signal Sdd,
generates an expansion signal Sa, and outputs it to the
D/A converter 17.
[0143] The D/A converter 17 converts the expansion
signal Sa into analog signal, generates an analog output
signal Sao, and outputs it to the display and/or the
speaker.
[0144] The scrambler circuit 18 for outputting the de-
coding signal Sdd encrypts the decoding signal Sdd by
the encryption processing by use of the encryption key
set in the communication interface 19 through mutual
authentication with the recorder 5, under the control of
the system controller 7 through the bus 8, generates an
encryption signal Ssc, and outputs it to the communica-
tion interface 19. The method of the encryption process-
ing in the scrambler circuit 18 is, hereinafter, referred to
as the "B" method.
[0145] The communication interface 19 performs the
predetermined output interface processing on the en-
cryption signal Ssc, under the control of the system con-
troller 7 through the bus 8, and outputs it to the recorder
5 as the demodulation information Sp.
[0146] In parallel with the operations of these compo-
nents, the system controller 7 executes the prevention
processing of the above-mentioned illegal reproducing
and controls the overall operations of the components.
[0147] The detailed structure and operation of the re-
corder 5 will be described with reference to FIG. 5 and
FIG. 6.
[0148] FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the detailed
structure of the recorder 5, and FIG. 6 is a flow chart
showing the detailed operation of the recorder 5.
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[0149] As illustrated in FIG. 5, the recorder 5 for re-
cording the recording information into the recordable
DVD 60 is comprised of: a pickup 40 as a recording de-
vice; a spindle motor 41; a servo controller 42; an LD
(Laser Diode) driver 43; a signal processing circuit 44;
a scrambler circuit 45; switches 46 and 48; a CCI insert-
ing unit 47; an MPEG encoder 49; an A/D (Analog/Dig-
ital) converter 50; a descrambler circuit 51; a communi-
cation interface 52 as an obtaining device; a watermark
detector 53; a system controller 54 as a recognizing de-
vice, decision device, and recording control device; and
a DVD formatter 56. The servo controller 42, the signal
processing circuit 44, the scrambler circuit 45, the CCI
inserting unit 47, the descrambler circuit 51, the com-
munication interface 52, the watermark detector 53, and
the system controller 54 are connected to each other
through the bus 55 so as to transmit and receive the
control information to and from each other.
[0150] The operation of the recorder 5 will be de-
scribed this time.
[0151] The recording information to be recorded is
compressed according to the compression method in
conformity with the MPEG method and recorded into the
DVD 60. Further, the recording information is encrypted
according to the predetermined encryption method be-
fore compression and recorded there. The copy control
information for preventing the illegal reproducing and il-
legal copy is embedded (multiplexed) in the recording
information and recorded.
[0152] The recorder 5 can record the demodulation
information Sd or the reproducing information Sp into
the DVD 60 and further it can convert the analog infor-
mation (including both the analog audio information and
analog video information) from the outside into digital
information and recode it into the DVD 60.
[0153] When recording the recording information into
the DVD 60, the spindle motor 41 driven based on the
spindle control signal Ssb described later rotates the
DVD 60 at the predetermined rotation speed at first, in
the recorder 5.
[0154] The A/D converter 50 converts the analog in-
formation Sai input from the outside into digital informa-
tion, generates a digital input signal Sdin, and outputs
it to the MPEG encoder 49.
[0155] The MPEG encoder 49 performs the compres-
sion processing in conformity with the MPEG method on
the digital input signal Sdin, generates a compression
signal Sme, and outputs it to the switch 48.
[0156] The communication interface 52 performs the
predetermined input interface processing on the de-
modulation information Sd or the reproducing informa-
tion Sp, and outputs it to the descrambler circuit 51 as
processing information Sif, under a control of the system
controller 54 through the bus 55.
[0157] The descrambler circuit 51 decodes the en-
cryption processing performed on the recording infor-
mation included in the processing information Sif, under
the control of the system controller 54 through the bus

55, generates a decoding signal Sdx, and outputs it to
the switch 48. Namely, the encryption processing is one
of the "A" method when the processing information Sif
corresponds to the demodulation information Sd deliv-
ered at a high speed, one of the "C" method when it cor-
responds to the demodulation information Sd delivered
at an ordinary speed, and one of the "B" method when
it corresponds to the reproducing information Sp.
[0158] Thus, when the decoding signal Sdx or the
compression signal Sme corresponding to the repro-
ducing information Sp or the demodulation information
Sd distributed at the ordinal speed is output to the input
terminal, according to a switch signal Sswl from the sys-
tem controller 54, the switch 48 connects the CCI insert-
ing unit 47 and the watermark detector 53 to output the
decoding signal Sdx or the compression signal Sme cor-
responding to the reproducing information Sp to the CCI
inserting unit 47 and the watermark detector 53 as a
switch signal Spl. When the decoding signal Sdx corre-
sponding to the demodulation information Sd distributed
at a high speed is output to the input terminal, the switch
48 directly connects the switch 46 to output the decoding
signal Sdx corresponding to the demodulation informa-
tion Sd to the switch 46.
[0159] When the switch signal Spl includes the repro-
ducing control signal, the watermark detector 53 detects
the same signal, under the control of the system con-
troller 54 through the bus 55, and outputs the content
thereof to the system controller 54.
[0160] The system controller 54 controls the respec-
tive components so as to interrupt the recording
processing of the analog information Sai or the repro-
ducing information Sp thereafter, when the analog infor-
mation Sai or the reproducing information Sp output to
the recorder 5 as of now proves to be inhibited from the
recording into the DVD 60, based on the output content.
[0161] The watermark detector having the structure
disclosed in the paragraph number [0035] to [0053] and
FIG. 3 in Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No.
11-98341 is suitable as the detailed structure of the
above-mentioned watermark detector 53.
[0162] The CCI inserting unit 47 inserts the copy con-
trol information corresponding to the content of the re-
cording information having been recorded in the DVD
60, into the switch signal Spl, generates an insertion sig-
nal Sis, and outputs it to the DVD formatter 56.
[0163] More specifically, only when the copy control
information in the switch signal Spl is the CO informa-
tion, the CCI inserting unit 47 inserts the NMC informa-
tion into the copy control information. When the copy
control information in the switch signal Spl is the NC in-
formation or the NMC information, the recording
processing itself is interrupted. The insertion of the NMC
information is desirably performed by the other water-
mark embedding processing.
[0164] The DVD formatter 56 converts the insertion
signal Sis into the recording format for DUD, generates
a format signal Sdvd, and outputs it to the other input
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terminal of the switch 46.
[0165] When the decoding signal Sdx or the compres-
sion signal Sme corresponding to the reproducing infor-
mation Sp or the demodulation information Sd distribut-
ed at the ordinal speed is output to the input terminal,
according to a switch signal Ssw2 from the system con-
troller 54, the switch 46 connects the CCI inserting unit
47 to output the format signal Sdvd corresponding to the
reproducing information Sp to the scrambler circuit 45
as a switch signal Srr, and when the decoding signal
Sdx corresponding to the demodulation information Sd
distributed at a high speed is output to the input terminal,
the switch 48 is switched to the upper portion in FIG. 5
to output the switch signal Sstb to the scrambler circuit
45 as a switch signal Srr.
[0166] The scrambler circuit 45 encrypts the record-
ing information included in the switch signal Srr by using
the predetermined encryption key, under the control of
the system controller 54 through the bus 55, generates
an encryption signal Ssx, and outputs it to the signal
processing unit 44.
[0167] The signal processing circuit 44 performs the
recording processing including the waveform shaping
and the like on the encryption signal Ssx, under the con-
trol of the system controller 54 through the bus 55, gen-
erates a processing signal Sec, and outputs it to the LD
driver 43.
[0168] The LD driver 43 amplifies the processing sig-
nal Sec, generates a driving signal S1d for driving a
semiconductor laser (a semiconductor laser for irradiat-
ing the recording optical beam B on the DVD 60), not
illustrated, within the pickup 40, and outputs it to the
pickup 40.
[0169] Thus, the pickup 40 irradiates the recording
optical beam B (whose intensity varies depending on the
content of the recording information to be recorded) on
the rotating DVD 60, and records the recording informa-
tion at the corresponding position on the DVD 60.
[0170] At this time, a deviation between the condens-
ing position of the optical beam B and the position on
the information track where the recording information
should be recorded on the DVD 60 can be dissolved by
driving the actuator, not illustrated, for changing the po-
sition of the objective lens, not illustrated, for condens-
ing the optical beam B on the information track, accord-
ing to the pickup servo signal Ssp output from the servo
controller 42 based on the control of the system control-
ler 54 through the bus 55.
[0171] In parallel with the operations of these compo-
nents, the system controller 54 executes the prevention
processing of the illegal reproducing and controls the
overall operations of the respective components
through the bus 54.
[0172] The recording processing performed by the re-
corder 5 according to the embodiment will be described
as a whole, with reference to FIG. 6.
[0173] The processing described later is the process-
ing primarily performed by the system controller 54.

[0174] As illustrated in FIG. 6, in the recording
processing in the recorder 5, when the recorder 5 is con-
nected to the set top box 3 and the DVD player 4 through
the communication interface 52, the mutual authentica-
tion as for the kind of each device is performed between
the recorder 5 and the set top box 3, and between the
recorder 5 and the DVD player 4 (Step S10), and the
method of the encryption processing (namely, the "A"
method, the "B" method, or the "C" method) in the re-
cording information included in the output demodulation
information Sd or the reproducing information Sp is de-
termined according to the output demodulation informa-
tion Sd or the reproducing information Sp (Step S11).
[0175] Then, it is determined whether or not the trans-
fer speed of the demodulation information Sd is the
speed at a time of high speed distribution (Step S12).
[0176] In the determination of Step S12, when the
transfer speed is the speed at the time of high speed
distribution (YES; Step S12), it is determined whether
or not the recording information input to the recorder 5
as of now is the demodulation information Sd from the
set top box 3 according to the result of the mutual au-
thentication (Step S25).
[0177] When the recording information input to the re-
corder 5 is the demodulation information Sd (YES; Step
S25), it is determined whether the encryption method is
the above "A" method or not (Step S15).
[0178] When the encryption method of the demodu-
lation information Sd is the above "A" method (YES;
Step S15), the demodulation information Se is being dis-
tributed at a high speed, the copy control information
multiplexed to the current distributed recording informa-
tion is regarded as the first copy control information
(more specifically, the NMC information or the CF infor-
mation). and the recording processing into the DVD 60
is performed without changing the first copy control in-
formation (Step S16). At this time. the switches 46 and
48 in the recorder 5 are both switched to the switch sig-
nal Sstb (refer to FIG. 5).
[0179] In the recording processing in Step S16, the
recorder 5 performs the descrambling processing cor-
responding to each encryption method and also per-
forms the scrambling processing for the recording into
the DVD on the switch signal Srr, except for the case
where the copy control information is the CF informa-
tion.
[0180] Then, it is determined whether or not the
above-mentioned recording processing has been com-
pleted in all the recording information (Step S17). When
it has not been completed (NO; Step S17), this step is
returned to Step S10, where a series of the above-men-
tioned processing is performed on the recording infor-
mation output next. When the recording processing has
been completed in all the recording information (YES;
Step S17), the processing is terminated.
[0181] On the other hand, in the determination of Step
S12, when the input speed of the demodulation infor-
mation Sd is not the same as the speed at a high speed
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distribution (NO; Step S12), it is determined whether the
recording information is encrypted or not (Step S13).
When it is encrypted (YES; Step S13), it is determined
whether or not the recording information input to the re-
corder 5 as of now is the demodulation information Sd
from the set top box 3 according to the result of the mu-
tual authentication (Step S14).
[0182] When the recording information input to the re-
corder 5 is the demodulation information Sd (YES; Step
S14), it is determined whether the encryption method of
the demodulation information Sd is the "C" method or
not (Step S23).
[0183] When the encryption method is the "C" method
(YES; Step 523), the demodulation information Sd is be-
ing distributed at the ordinal speed, and accordingly, the
copy control information multiplexed to the recording in-
formation being distributed now is regarded as the sec-
ond copy control information (more specifically, the NC
information or the CO information), and the content of
the second copy control information is determined (Step
S18 and Step S19). At this time, the switches 46 and 48
in the recorder 5 are both switched to the CCI inserting
unit 47 and the watermark detector 53 (refer to FIG. 5).
[0184] When the content of the discriminated second
copy control information is the CO information (YES;
Step S19), since the corresponding recording informa-
tion is permitted to be recorded into the DVD 60 only
once, the recorder 5 starts the recording into the DVD
60 (Step S16) after inserting (overwriting or adding) the
NMC information into the recording information by using
the CCI inserting unit 57 (Step S20).
[0185] On the other hand, when the content of the dis-
criminated second copy control information is not the
CO information in the determination of Step S19 (NO;
Step S19), it means that the input demodulation infor-
mation Sd has been encrypted and the content of the
second copy control information is not the CO informa-
tion, which means that the content of the second copy
control information is the NC information. Accordingly,
the recording into the DVD 60 is prohibited and the re-
cording processing is terminated.
[0186] When the encryption method is not the "C"
method in the determination of Step S23 (NO; Step
S23), it means that the demodulation information Sd
should have been encrypted by the encryption process-
ing of the "C" method. Therefore, the demodulation in-
formation Sd at that time may be the demodulation in-
formation Sd of unknown origin, and accordingly, the re-
cording processing is terminated, without recording the
demodulation information Sd into the DVD 60, for the
sake of security.
[0187] When the encryption method in the demodula-
tion information Sd is not the "A" method in the determi-
nation of Step S15 (NO; Step S15), it means that the
demodulation information Sd should have been encrypt-
ed by the encryption processing of the "A" method.
Therefore, the demodulation information Sd at that time
may be the demodulation information Sd of unknown or-

igin, and accordingly, the recording processing is termi-
nated, without recording the demodulation information
Sd into the DVD 60, for the sake of security.
[0188] When the recording information input to the re-
corder 5 is not the demodulation information Sd in the
determination of Step S14 (NO; Step S14), it is deter-
mined whether or not the encryption method of the re-
cording information is the "B" method (Step S24). When
the encryption method is the "B" method (YES; Step
S24), since the recording information can be decided to
be the reproducing information Sp from the DVD player
4, this step is moved to Step S18 to Step S20 and Step
S16 and Step S17, where the recording processing is
performed according to the content of the copy control
information included in the reproducing information Sp.
[0189] When the encryption method is not the B meth-
od in the determination of Step S24 (NO; Step S24), the
reproducing information Sp may be the reproducing in-
formation Sp of unknown origin, similarly to the case of
"NO" in the above Step S15 or "NO" in the above Step
S23, and therefore the recording processing is terminat-
ed without recording it into the DVD 60.
[0190] When the input recording information is not en-
crypted in the determination of Step S13 (NO; Step
S13), it means that the content of the copy control infor-
mation as for the recording information is the CF infor-
mation or that the copy control information itself is not
embedded in the recording information. Therefore, the
content of the copy control information included in the
recording information is discriminated (Steps S21 and
S22).
[0191] When the content of the copy control informa-
tion is the CF information or the copy control information
includes no data (YES; Step S22), it means that this step
can be moved to the recording processing, and there-
fore this step is moved to the processing in Step S16
and the later.
[0192] When the content of the copy control informa-
tion is the CF information or the copy control information
includes some data (NO; Step S22), it means that cop-
ying is prohibited or restricted despite of not being en-
crypted, and the recording information at that time may
be the reproducing information Sp or the demodulation
information Sd of unknown origin. Therefore, the record-
ing processing is terminated without recording the re-
cording information into the DVD 60, for the sake of se-
curity.
[0193] When the recoding information input to the re-
corder 5 is not the demodulation information Sd in the
determination of Step S25 (NO; Step S25), it means that
the demodulation information at that time may be the
demodulation information Sd of unknown origin, and the
recording processing is terminated without recording
the demodulation information Sd into the DVD 60, for
the sake of security.
[0194] As mentioned above, according to the opera-
tion of the delivering and recording system of the em-
bodiment, since the first copy control information and
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the recording information having the content after the
recording into the DVD 60 are distributed at a high speed
and the distributed recording information and first copy
control information are recorded directly into the DVD
60 without changing the content of the first copy control
information, the recording information can be distributed
and recorded at a high speed.
[0195] When the first copy control information is the
NMC information, the recording information after the re-
cording into the DVD 60 can be distributed and recorded
at a high speed in a way of prohibiting the copy from the
DVD 60.
[0196] Since the recording information and the first
copy control information are distributed to the recorder
5 through the CATV line IN, it is possible to distribute
the recording information and the first copy control in-
formation assuredly at a high speed.
[0197] Since the recording information is converted
into the DVD format and this is distributed at a high
speed to be recorded into the DVD 60, it is not necessary
to provide the recorder 5 with the DVD formatter having
the speedy conversion performance and it is possible to
play back the recorded DVD 60 by the ordinary DVD
player.

(II) Modified embodiment

[0198] This time, modified embodiments according to
the present invention will be described with reference to
FIG. 7 and FIG. 8.
[0199] FIG. 7 is a flow chart showing the recording
processing according to the first modified embodiment,
and FIG. 8 is a flow chart showing the recording
processing according to the second modified embodi-
ment.
[0200] In FIG. 7, and FIG. 8, a detailed description of
the same recording processing as shown in FIG. 6 is
omitted here with the same step numbers attached
there.
[0201] Further, a detailed description is omitted here
since the processing other than the recording process-
ing such as the distributing processing and the like, in
each modified embodiment, is completely the same as
in the above-mentioned embodiment.
[0202] The recording processing according to the first
modified embodiment will be described with reference
to FIG. 7.
[0203] In the recording processing according to the
first modified embodiment shown in FIG. 7, the record-
ing processing is executed on the assumption that an
illegal set top box, or another illegal device or informa-
tion reproducing device that pretends to be a normal set
top box can be distinguished from the normal set top
box completely through the mutual authentication in
Step S10 in FIG. 6. This case does not perform a control
based on a determination whether the encryption meth-
od is the "A" method, the "B" method, or the "C" method.
[0204] Namely, as illustrated in FIG. 7, in the record-

ing processing according to the first modified embodi-
ment, at first when the recorder 5 is connected to the
set top box 3 and the DVD player 4, the mutual authen-
tication as for the kind or type of the respective devices
is executed between the recorder 5 and the set top box
3 and between the recorder 5 and the DVD player 4
(Step S10). Through the mutual authentication, it is de-
termined whether or not the set top box connected to
the recorder 5 as of now is the normal set top box 3, and
if it is an illegal set top box, the connection is cut off.
[0205] Upon completion of the mutual authentication,
it is determined whether or not the input speed is the
speed at a time of high speed distribution from the trans-
mitting unit 2 based on the demodulation information Sd
(Step S12).
[0206] When the input speed of the demodulation in-
formation Sd is the same speed as at the high speed
distribution (YES; Step S12), the demodulation informa-
tion Se is being distributed at a high speed. Accordingly,
the copy control information multiplexed to the recording
information being distributed is regarded as the above-
mentioned first copy control information, and it is deter-
mined whether or not the recording information input to
the recorder 5 as of now is the demodulation information
Sd from the set top box 3 based on the result of the mu-
tual authentication (Step S14).
[0207] When the input recording information is the de-
modulation information Sd (YES; Step S14), the demod-
ulation information Sd surely proves to be output from
the normal set top box 3. Further, it is determined wheth-
er the recording information has been encrypted or not
(Step S13). When it has been encrypted (YES; Step
S13), the recording processing into the DVD 60 is per-
formed without changing the first copy control informa-
tion (Step S16).
[0208] Then, it is determined whether the above-men-
tioned recording processing has been completed or not
as for all the recording information (Step S17). When it
has not been completed (NO; Step S17), this step is re-
turned to the above Step S10, where a series of the
above processing is performed on the next recording in-
formation. When the recording processing has been
completed as for all the recording information (YES;
Step S17), the processing is terminated.
[0209] When the input speed of the demodulation in-
formation Sd is not the same speed as at the high speed
distribution and the same speed as the normal repro-
ducing speed of the recording information in the deter-
mination of Step S12 (NO; Step S12), it means that the
demodulation information Se is being distributed at the
normal speed now, and it is determined whether the re-
cording information has been encrypted or not (Step
S26). When it has been encrypted (YES; Step S26), it
means that the recording information input to the record-
er 5 as of now is included in the reproducing information
Sp or the demodulation information Sd input at the nor-
mal speed, and that the copy control information multi-
plexed to the recording information input as of now is
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the above-mentioned second copy control information,
and the content of the second copy control information
is determined (Steps S18 and S19).
[0210] When the content of the discriminated second
copy control information proves to be the CO informa-
tion (YES; Step S19), it means that the corresponding
recording information is permitted to be recorded into
the DVD 60 only once, and therefore the CO information
is rewritten into the NMC information by using the CCI
inserting unit 57 (Step S20), hence to start the recording
into the DVD 60 (Step S16).
[0211] On the other hand, when the content of the dis-
criminated second copy control information proves not
to be the CO information in the determination of Step
S19 (NO; Step S19), it means that the input demodula-
tion information Sd or the reproducing information Sp
has been encrypted and that the content of the second
copy control information is the NC information or the
NMC information because it is not the CO information,
and accordingly the recording into the DVD 60 is pro-
hibited, thereby finishing the recording processing.
[0212] When the recording information has not been
encrypted in the determination of the above Step S26
(NO; Step S26), it means that the recording information
is the CF information or that there exists no copy control
information itself, and the content of the copy control in-
formation included there is discriminated (Step S21 and
Step S22).
[0213] When the content of the copy control informa-
tion is the CF information or it includes no data (YES;
Step S22), it means that this step may be moved to the
recording processing, and therefore, this step is moved
to the processing of the above Step S16 and the later.
[0214] When the content of the copy control informa-
tion is not the CF information (NO; Step S22), it means
that the copy is prohibited despite of not being encrypt-
ed. Since the recording information at that time may be
the reproducing information Sp or the demodulation in-
formation Sd of unknown origin, the recording process-
ing is terminated, without recording the same recording
information into the DVD 60 for the sake of security.
[0215] When the input recording information is not the
demodulation information Sd in the determination of the
above Step S14 (NO; Step S14), or when the recording
information has not been encrypted in the determination
of the above Step S13 (NO; Step S13), since it means
that the demodulation information Sd at that time may
be the demodulation information Sd of unknown origin,
the recording processing is terminated, without record-
ing the same demodulation information Sd into the DVD
60 for the sake of security.
[0216] The recording processing according to the
second modification will be described with reference to
FIG. 8.
[0217] The recording processing according to the
second modified embodiment shown in FIG. 2 is differ-
ent from the above embodiment and the first modified
embodiment in that the method of the encryption

processing in the case of high speed distribution is de-
fined as the "A" method, and that the method of the en-
cryption processing in the case of normal speed distri-
bution and the encryption processing method of the
DVD player 4 are defined as the "B" method, in the dis-
tributing processing of the recording information by the
distributing server 1. and the transmitting unit 2. Further,
according to the second modified embodiment, the set
top box 3 and the DVD player are not distinguished es-
pecially in the mutual authentication.
[0218] As illustrated in FIG. 8, in the recording
processing according to the second modified embodi-
ment, at first, when the recorder 5 is connected to the
set top box 3 and the DVD player 4, the mutual authen-
tication is performed as for the type of the respective
devices between the recorder 5 and the set top box 3
and between the recorder 5 and the DVD player 4 (Step
S10), and further the method of the encryption process-
ing (namely, the "A2 method or the "B" method) in the
recording information included in the input demodula-
tion information Sd or the reproducing information Sp is
determined according to the input demodulation infor-
mation Sd (or the reproducing information Sp) (Step
S11).
[0219] When the encryption method is determined, it
is determined whether or not the input speed of the re-
cording information into the recorder 5 is the speed at
the high speed distribution from the transmitting unit 2
(Step S15).
[0220] When the input speed of the recording infor-
mation is the same as the speed at the high speed dis-
tribution (YES; Step S15), it is determined whether the
encryption method of the demodulation signal Sd is the
"A" method or not (Step S14). When the encryption
method of the demodulation signal Sd is the "A" method
(YES; Step S14), it means that the modulation informa-
tion Se is being distributed at a high speed through the
set top box 3 and that the copy control information mul-
tiplexed to the recording information under distribution
is the first copy control information, thereby performing
the recording processing into the DVD 60 without
changing the first copy control information (Step S16).
[0221] It is determined whether or not the above-men-
tioned recording processing has been completed as for
all the recording information (Step S17). When it has not
been completed (NO; Step S17), this step is returned to
the above Step S10, where a series of the above
processing is performed on the recording information in-
put next. When the recording processing has been com-
pleted as for all the recording information (YES; Step
S17), the processing is terminated.
[0222] When the encryption method in the recording
information is not the "A" method in the determination
of Step S14 (NO; Step S14), it means that the informa-
tion should have been encrypted by the encryption
processing of the "A" method so as to be distributed at
a high speed, but that it is not encrypted. Therefore,
since the demodulation information Sd at that time may
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be the demodulation information Sd of unknown origin,
the recording processing is terminated, without record-
ing the demodulation information Sd into the DVD 60 for
the sake of security.
[0223] When the input speed of the recording infor-
mation is not the same as the speed at the high speed
distribution but the same as the normal reproducing
speed of the recording information (NO; Step S15) in
the determination of Step S15, it is determined whether
the recording information has been encrypted or not
(Step S12). When it has been encrypted (YES; Step
S12), it means that the recording information input to the
recorder 5 as of now is included in the reproducing in-
formation Sp or the demodulation information Sd input
at the normal speed and that the copy control informa-
tion multiplexed to the recording information input now
is the second copy control information, and the content
of the second copy control information is discriminated
(Steps S18 and S19).
[0224] When the content of the discriminated second
copy control information proves to be the CO informa-
tion (YES; Step S19), the corresponding recording in-
formation is permitted to be recorded into the DVD 60
only once, thereby starting the recording into the DVD
60 (Step S16) after updating the CO information, namely
overwriting the CO information with the NMC informa-
tion or adding the NMC information to the CO informa-
tion (Step S20) by using the CCI inserting unit 57.
[0225] When the content of the discriminated second
copy control information proves not to be the CO infor-
mation in the determination of Step S19 (NO; Step S19),
it means that the input demodulation information Sd or
the reproducing information Sp has been encrypted and
that the content of the second copy control information
can be the NC information or the NMC information be-
cause it is not the CO information. Therefore, the record-
ing into the DVD 60 is prohibited and accordingly the
recording processing is terminated.
[0226] When the input recording information has not
been encrypted in the determination of the Step S12
(NO; Step S12), the content of the copy control informa-
tion included in the same information is determined
(Steps S21 and S22).
[0227] When the content of the copy control informa-
tion proves to be the CF information or to have no data
(YES; Step S22), it means that the recording processing
can be continued, and therefore, this step is moved to
the processing of Step S16 and the later.
[0228] When the content of the copy control informa-
tion is not the CF information (NO; Step S22), it means
that the copy is prohibited in spite of performing no en-
cryption, and the demodulation signal Sd or the repro-
ducing signal Sp at that time may be the recording in-
formation of unknown origin. Therefore, the recording
processing is terminated, without recording the record-
ing information into the DVD 60 for the sake of security.
[0229] As described above, the recording processing
of the respective modified embodiments can obtain the

same effect as the recording processing of the above-
mentioned embodiment.
[0230] Although the embodiment and the modified
embodiments have been described in the case of dis-
tributing the modulation information Sc through the
CATV line IN, it may be designed to distribute the infor-
mation by using one or some of a ground wave digital
line, a satellite communication line, the Internet, and the
like.
[0231] Although the embodiment and the modified
embodiments have been described when the number of
times the copy of the recording information is permitted
after recording into the DVD 60 is zero (corresponding
to the NMC information) or infinite (corresponding to the
CF information), it may be designed to distribute the in-
formation with twice copy permission information at-
tached thereto, which permission information permits
twice copying into the DVD 60 and the other storing me-
dium after the distribution (the twice copy permission in-
formation is rewritten into the one copy permission in-
formation (CO information) at a time of the recording into
the DVD 60).
[0232] In this case, at the high speed distribution of
the recording information, the copy is permitted only
once after the recording into the DVD 60, and at the nor-
mal speed distribution, the copy is permitted only once
after the recording into the DVD 60, by rewriting the copy
control information into the one copy permission infor-
mation at a recording time into the DVD 60.
[0233] Further, with a program corresponding to the
flow charts shown in FIG. 2, and FIGs. 6 to 8 recorded
into a hard disk or an information recording medium
such as a flexible disk and the like, the program is read
out by a personal computer or the like, hence to work
the personal computer as the system controller and the
like.
[0234] Although the above embodiment has been de-
scribed in the case of performing the mutual authenti-
cation between the apparatus, separately from the dis-
crimination of the formatting method, the mutual authen-
tication and the discrimination of the formatting method
can be performed at once.
[0235] Further, the discrimination of the high speed
distribution can be performed simultaneously with the
determination of the scrambling method.
[0236] Instead of the discrimination of the scrambling
method itself, the scrambling method may be discrimi-
nated by deciding whether or not the descrambling
processing can be performed on the processing infor-
mation Sif according to the descrambling method in con-
formity with the descrambler circuit 15.
[0237] In the recording processing according to the
embodiment shown in FIG. 6, the discrimination wheth-
er the scrambling method is the "B" method and whether
it is the "C" method can be omitted.
[0238] Further, in the recording processing according
to the first modified embodiment shown in FIG. 7, the
scrambling method may be classified into the "A", "B",
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and "c" methods, and it may be only one type of scram-
bling method without no classification.
[0239] In the recording processing according to the
second modification show in FIG. 8, the scrambling
method other than the "A" method may be classified into
the "B" method and the "C" method, and alternatively, it
may be only one type of scrambling method, except for
the "A" method.
[0240] The invention may be embodied in other spe-
cific forms without departing from the spirit or essential
characteristics thereof. The present embodiments are
therefore to be considered in all respects as illustrative
and not restrictive, the scope of the invention being in-
dicated by the appended claims rather than by the for-
going description and all changes which come within the
meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are
therefore intended to be embraces therein.

Claims

1. An information output apparatus for outputting re-
cording information as well as copy control informa-
tion to an information recording apparatus (5) for re-
cording the recording information and copy control
information into a recording medium (60), said copy
control information indicating the number of times
the recording information can be recorded, charac-
terized in that said information output apparatus
comprises:

a multiplexing device (1) for multiplexing the
copy control information and the recording in-
formation, said copy control information indi-
cating said number of times to be indicated after
said recording in the recording information ap-
paratus is completed; and
an output device (2) for outputting the multi-
plexed recording information and copy control
information to the information recording appa-
ratus at an output speed higher than a repro-
ducing speed of the recording information from
the recording medium.

2. The information output apparatus according to
Claim 1, wherein

the information recording apparatus (5)
records the output recording information and copy
control information into the recording medium (60),
without modifying the copy control information.

3. The information output apparatus according to
Claim 1 or 2, wherein

the content of the copy control information
having been recorded into the recording medium is
such content that copy of the recording information
having been recorded is prohibited.

4. The information output apparatus according to any
one of Claims 1 to 3, wherein

the copy control information indicates that fur-
ther recording is prohibited after said recording in
the information recording apparatus is completed.

5. The information output apparatus according to
Claim 4, wherein

the electric communication line is at least any
one of the Internet line, a ground wave digital line,
a satellite communication line, and a cable televi-
sion line (IN).

6. The information output apparatus according to any
one of Claims 1 to 5, wherein

the output device (2) further comprises a con-
verting device (2) for converting the multiplexed re-
cording information and copy control information in-
to a recording information and copy control informa-
tion in conformity with a recording format used for
recording the information into the recording medium
(60) in the information recording apparatus (5), to
output the converted information to the information
recording apparatus (5), when outputting the multi-
plexed recording information and copy control infor-
mation to the information recording apparatus (5) at
the output speed.

7. An information recording apparatus (5) for record-
ing copy control information and recording informa-
tion into a recording medium (60), said copy control
information and recording information output from
an information output apparatus for outputting the
recording information as well as the copy control in-
formation indicating the number of times the record-
ing information can be recorded, to the information
recording apparatus (5), said information output ap-
paratus comprising: a multiplexing device (1) for
multiplexing the copy control information and the re-
cording information, said copy control information
indicating said number of times to be indicated after
said recording in the recording information appara-
tus is completed; and an output device (2) for out-
putting the multiplexed recording information and
copy control information to the information record-
ing apparatus at an output speed higher than a re-
producing speed of the recording information from
the recording medium, characterized in that said
information recording apparatus (5) comprises:

an obtaining device (52) for obtaining the out-
put recording information and copy control in-
formation; and
a recording device (40) for recording the ob-
tained recording information and copy control
information into the recording medium (60),
without modifying the copy control information.
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8. The information recording apparatus (5) according
to Claim 7, wherein

the recording device (40) records the record-
ing information and copy control information in con-
formity with the recording format into the recording
medium (60), without modifying the copy control in-
formation, when the recoding information and copy
control information is output at the output speed.

9. An information output recording system (S) includ-
ing an information output apparatus for outputting
recording information as well as copy control infor-
mation indicating the number of times the recording
information can be recorded, and an information re-
cording apparatus (5), characterized in that

said information output apparatus comprises:

a multiplexing device (1) for multiplexing
the copy control information, and the re-
cording information, said copy control in-
formation indicating said number of times
to be indicated after said recording in the
recording information apparatus is com-
pleted; and
an output device (2) for outputting the mul-
tiplexed recording information and copy
control information to the information re-
cording apparatus (5) at an output speed
higher than a reproducing speed of the re-
cording information from the recording me-
dium, and

said information recording apparatus (5) com-
prises:

an obtaining device (52) for obtaining the
output recording information and copy con-
trol information; and
a recording device (40) for recording the
obtained recording information and copy
control information into the recording me-
dium (60), without modifying the copy con-
trol information.

10. An information output recording system (S) includ-
ing an information output apparatus for outputting
recording information as well as copy control infor-
mation indicating the number of times the recording
information can be recorded, and an information re-
cording apparatus (5), characterized in that

said information output apparatus comprises:

a multiplexing device (1) for multiplexing
the copy control information and the re-
cording information, said copy control in-
formation indicating said number of times

to be indicated after said recording in the
recording information apparatus is com-
pleted; and
an output device (2) for outputting the mul-
tiplexed recording information and copy
control information to an obtaining device
(52) at an output speed higher than a re-
producing speed of the recording informa-
tion from the recording medium, and

said information recording apparatus (5) com-
prises:

the obtaining device (52) for obtaining the
output recording information and copy con-
trol information to output the same to the
information recording apparatus (5) itself;
and
a recording device (40) for recording the
output recording information and copy con-
trol information into the recording medium
(60), without modifying the copy control in-
formation.

11. The information output recording system (S) ac-
cording to Claim 10, wherein

said information recording apparatus (5) com-
prises:

a recognizing device (54) for mutually recogniz-
ing the type of the devices between the obtain-
ing device (52) and the information recording
apparatus (5); and
a recording control device (54) for controlling
the recording device (40) so as to record the
recording information and copy control informa-
tion into the recording medium (60), only when
recognizing that the recording information and
copy control information has been output at the
higher output speed from the obtaining device
(52), based on the recognition result in the rec-
ognizing device (54).

12. The information output recording system (S) ac-
cording to Claim 10 or 11, wherein

the obtaining device (52) outputs the obtained
recording information and copy control information
to the information recording apparatus (5) at the
output speed, after performing encryption process-
ing corresponding to only the output speed.

13. The information output recording system (S) ac-
cording to Claim 12, wherein

said information recording apparatus (5) com-
prises:

a determination device (54) for determining
whether or not the recording information and
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copy control information has been output from
the obtaining device (52), according to the en-
cryption processing in the output recording in-
formation and copy control information, and
a recording control device (54) for controlling
the recording device (40) so as to record the
recording information and copy control informa-
tion into the recording medium (60), only when
it proves that the recording information and
copy control information has been output from
the obtaining device (52) at the higher speed,
according to the determination result in the de-
termination device (54).

14. The information output recording system (S) ac-
cording to Claim 12 or 13, wherein

said information recording apparatus (5) fur-
ther comprises:

a decoding device (51) for decoding the output
recording information and copy control informa-
tion; and
a recording encryption device (45) for recording
the decoded recording information and copy
control information into the recording medium
(60), after performing the predetermined en-
cryption processing for recording on the infor-
mation.

15. The information output recording system (S) ac-
cording to any one of Claims 9 to 14, wherein

the copy control information indicates that fur-
ther recording is prohibited after said recording in
the information recording apparatus is completed.

16. The information output recording system (S) ac-
cording to any one of Claims 9 to 15, wherein

the output device (2) outputs the multiplexed
recording information and copy control information
to the obtaining device (52) through an electric com-
munication line (IN).

17. The information output recording system (S) ac-
cording to Claim 16, wherein

the electric communication line is at least any
one of the Internet line, a ground wave digital line,
a satellite communication line, and a cable televi-
sion line (IN).

18. An information output method for outputting record-
ing information as well as copy control information
to an information recording apparatus (5) for record-
ing the recording information and copy control infor-
mation into the recording medium (60), said copy
control information indicating the number of times
the recording information can be recorded, charac-
terized in that the method comprises:

a multiplexing process for multiplexing the copy
control information and the recording informa-
tion, said copy control information indicating
said number of times to be indicated after said
recording in the recording information appara-
tus is completed: and
an output process for outputting the multiplexed
recording information and copy control informa-
tion to the information recording apparatus (5)
at an output speed higher than a reproducing
speed of the recording information from the re-
cording medium.

19. The information output method according to Claim
18, wherein

the information recording apparatus (5)
records the output recording information and copy
control information into the recording medium (60),
without modifying the copy control information.

20. The information output method according to Claim
18 or 19, wherein

the copy control information indicates that fur-
ther recording is prohibited after said recording in
the information recording apparatus is completed.

21. The information output method according to any
one of Claims 18 to 20, wherein

in the output process, the multiplexed record-
ing information and copy control information is out-
put to the information recording apparatus (5)
through an electric communication line (IN).

22. The information output method according to Claim
21, wherein

the electric communication line is at least any
one of the Internet line, a ground wave digital line,
a satellite communication line, and a cable televi-
sion line (IN).

23. The information output method according to any
one of Claims 18 to 22, wherein

the output process further comprises a con-
verting process for converting the multiplexed re-
cording information and copy control information in-
to a recording information and copy control informa-
tion in conformity with a recording format used for
recording the information into the recording medium
(60) in the information recording apparatus (5), to
output the converted information to the information
recording apparatus, when outputting the multi-
plexed recording information and copy control infor-
mation to the information recording apparatus (5) at
the output speed.

24. An information recording method for recording copy
control information and recording information in a
recording medium (60), said copy control informa-
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tion and recording information output by the infor-
mation output method for outputting the recording
information as well as the copy control information
indicating the number of times the recording infor-
mation can be recorded, to the information record-
ing apparatus (5) for recording the recording infor-
mation and copy control information into the record-
ing medium (60), said information output method
comprising: a multiplexing process for multiplexing
the copy control information and the recording in-
formation, said copy control information indicating
said number of times to be indicated after said re-
cording in the recording information apparatus (5)
is completed; and an output process for outputting
the multiplexed recording information and copy
control information to the information recording ap-
paratus (5) at an output speed higher than a repro-
ducing speed of the recording information from the
recording medium, characterized in that said in-
formation recording method comprises:

an obtaining process for obtaining the output
recording information and copy control informa-
tion; and
a recording process for recording the obtained
recording information and copy control informa-
tion into the recording medium (60). without
modifying the copy control information.

25. The information recording method according to
Claim 24, wherein

in the recording process, the recording infor-
mation and copy control information conformable to
the recording format is recorded into the recording
medium (60), without modifying the copy control in-
formation, when the recoding information and copy
control information has been output at the output
speed.

26. An information output recording method including
an information output method for outputting record-
ing information as well as copy control information
indicating the number of times the recording infor-
mation can be recorded, and an information record-
ing method, characterized in that

said information output method comprises:

a multiplexing process for multiplexing the
copy control information and the recording
information, said copy control information
indicating said number of times to be indi-
cated after said recording in the recording
information apparatus (5) is completed;
an output process for outputting the multi-
plexed recording information and copy
control information at an output speed
higher than a reproducing speed of the re-

cording information from the recording me-
dium, and

said information recording method comprises:

an obtaining process for obtaining the out-
put recording information and copy control
information; and
a recording process for recording the ob-
tained recording information and copy con-
trol information into the recording medium
(60), without modifying the copy control in-
formation.

27. An information output recording method including
an information output method for outputting record-
ing information as well as copy control information
indicating the number of times the recording infor-
mation can be recorded, and an information record-
ing method, characterized in that

said information output method comprises:

a multiplexing process for multiplexing the
copy control information and the recording
information, said copy control information
indicating said number of times to be indi-
cated after said recording in the recording
information apparatus is completed; and
an output process for outputting the multi-
plexed recording information and copy
control information to an information re-
cording apparatus at an output speed high-
er than a reproducing speed of the record-
ing information from the recording medium,
and

said information recording method comprises:

an obtaining process for obtaining the out-
put recording information and copy control
information to output the same to the infor-
mation recording apparatus (5); and
a recording process for recording the out-
put recording information and copy control
information into the recording medium
(60), without modifying the copy control in-
formation.

28. The information output recording method according
to Claim 27, wherein

said information recording method further
comprises

a recognizing process for mutually recognizing
the type of the devices between an obtaining
device (52) for executing the obtaining method
and the information recording apparatus (5),
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and
in the recording process, the recording informa-
tion and copy control information is recorded in-
to the recording medium (60), only when it is
recognized that the recording information and
copy control information has been output at the
higher output speed from the obtaining device
(52), based on the recognition result in the rec-
ognizing process.

29. The information output recording method according
to Claim 27 or 28, wherein

in the obtaining process, the obtained record-
ing information and copy control information is out-
put to the information recording apparatus (5) at the
output speed, after performing encryption process-
ing corresponding to only the output speed.

30. The information output recording method according
to Claim 29, wherein

said information recording method comprises

a determining process for determining whether
or not the recording information and copy con-
trol information has been output from the ob-
taining device (52), according to the encryption
processing in the output recording information
and copy control information, and
in the recording process, the recording informa-
tion and copy control information is recorded in-
to the recording medium (60), only when it
proves that the recording information and copy
control information has been output from the
obtaining device (52) at the higher speed, ac-
cording to the decision result in the determining
process.

31. The information output recording method according
to Claim 29 or 30, wherein

said information recording method further
comprises:

a decoding process for decoding the output re-
cording information and copy control informa-
tion; and
a recording encryption process for recording
the decoded recording information and copy
control information into the recording medium
(60), after performing the predetermined en-
cryption processing for recording on the infor-
mation.

32. An information recording medium in which an out-
put control program recorded in a readable way by
an output control computer included in an informa-
tion output apparatus for outputting recording infor-
mation as well as copy control information to an in-
formation recording apparatus (5) for recording the

recording information and the copy control informa-
tion into the recording medium (60), said copy con-
trol information indicating the number of times the
recording information can be recorded, character-
ized in that the output control program causes the
output control computer to function as:

a multiplexing device (1) for multiplexing the
copy control information and the recording in-
formation, said copy control information indi-
cating said number of times to be indicated after
said recording in the recording information ap-
paratus is completed; and
an output device for outputting the multiplexed
recording information and copy control informa-
tion to the information recording apparatus (5)
at an output speed higher than a reproducing
speed of the recording information from the re-
cording medium.

33. The information recording medium according to
Claim 32, wherein

the information recording apparatus (5)
records the output recording information and copy
control information into the recording medium (60),
regardless of the content of the copy control infor-
mation.

34. The information recording medium, according to
Claim 32 or 33, wherein

the copy control information indicates that fur-
ther recording is prohibited after said recording in
the information recording apparatus is completed.

35. The information recording medium, according to
any one of Claims 32 to 34, wherein

the output device (2) outputs the multiplexed
recording information and copy control information
to the information recording apparatus (5) through
an electric communication line (IN).

36. The information recording medium, according to
Claim 35, wherein

the electric communication line is at least any
one of the Internet line, a ground wave digital line,
a satellite communication line, and a cable televi-
sion line (IN).

37. The information recording medium according to any
one of Claims 32 to 36, wherein

the output control program causes the output
control computer to further function as a converting
device (2) for converting the multiplexed recording
information and copy control information into a re-
cording information and copy control information in
conformity with a recording format used for record-
ing the information into the recording medium (60)
in the information recording apparatus (5), to output
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the converted information to the information record-
ing apparatus (5), when outputting the multiplexed
recording information and copy control information
to the information recording apparatus (5) at the
output speed.

38. An information recording medium in which a record-
ing control program recorded in a readable by a re-
cording control computer included in the informa-
tion recording apparatus (5) for recording copy con-
trol information and recording information into a re-
cording medium (60), said copy control information
and recording information output from an informa-
tion output apparatus for outputting the recording
information as well as the copy control information
indicating the number of times the recording infor-
mation can be recorded, to the information record-
ing apparatus (5), said information output appara-
tus comprising: a multiplexing device (1) for multi-
plexing the copy control information and the record-
ing information, said copy control information indi-
cating said number of times to be indicated after
said recording in. the recording information appara-
tus (5) is completed; and an output device (2) for
outputting the multiplexed recording information
and copy control information to the information re-
cording apparatus (5) at an output speed higher
than a reproducing speed of the recording informa-
tion from the recording medium, characterized in
that said recording control program causes the out-
put control computer to function as:

an obtaining device (52) for obtaining the out-
put recording information and copy control in-
formation; and
a recording device (40) for recording the ob-
tained recording information and copy control
information into the recording medium (60),
without modifying the copy control information.

39. The information recording medium according to
Claim 38, wherein

the recording device (40) records the record-
ing information and copy control information con-
formable to the recording format into the recording
medium (60), without modifying the copy control in-
formation, when the recoding information and copy
control information has been output at the output
speed.
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